3-day Weekend Guilin Li River Hiking & Yangshuo Tour from HK
http://www.chinaexpeditiontours.com/city-tours/3-day-weekend-guilin-li-river-hiking-yangshuo-tour
-from-hk.html
This tour features the nature scenery along the Li River and around the countryside of Yangshuo. The
highlight will be the hiking along the River, you can see mountains in the close distance. The buffaloes
walk slowly on the grassland along the river. The fish men stand on bamboo raft and catch fishes with
cormorants.you will certianly enjoy it and get good shots.
Tour Code:
Length:

GLWHK-03

3 days and 2 nights

Cities Visited/Stayed:

Guilin, Yangshuo

Highlight Attractions:

Li River, Yangshuo

Experience &Features: Li River Hiking, Impression Sanjie Liu and Countryside Bike Tour
Physical Rating: 1
Cultural Shock Rating: 1

Itinerary

Day 1, Friday: Hong Kong-Guilin
Take the evening flight flying from hustling and bustling Hong Kong to peaceful Guilin. You
will be met by your guide and driver, transferred to your hotel in the city.
Stay overnight in Guilin.
Meals: no meals from CET

Day 2, Saturday: Guilin-Yangshuo-Guilin
Drive to the Yangdi village where we start our [Li River Hiking] . This hiking route can be
the most classical one among all of its type not only around Guilin but also in the whole
country. The Li River’s charm and beauty is best illustrated by its section between Yangdi and

Xingping, which is exactly the part we hike. Lunch will be arranged either on half way or the
end of the hike. We will be picked up by our driver with his car/van at the town of Xingping,
and then transferred to Yangshuo in about 45 minutes. The rest of the afternoon will be free
to rest. In the evening, enjoy a show named [Impression, Sanjie Liu].
Stay overnight in Yangshuo.
Meals: (B,L)

Day 3, Sunday : Guilin-Hong Kong
In the morning, let’s have a bike tour in the countryside around, seeing the beautiful scenery
and getting to know local farmers’ life in their villages and rice paddies. After lunch, transfer
to Guilin airport for the flight back to Hong Kong.
Meals: (B,L)

